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Data at a rate of 26
Tbit/s was transmitted over 50 km of
fiber using a single laser. The group
developing the technique, led by Jürg
Leuthold (who is at right), includes,
from right to left, David Hillerkuß,
René Schmogrow, and professors
Wolfgang Freude and Christian Koos.
(Photo: Gabi Zachmann)

 

Karlsruhe, Germany--Scientists at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) have
developed an optical fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) scheme that allows them to
encode data at a rate of 26 Tbit/s on a single laser, transmitting the data via optical
fiber over a distance of 50 km, and successfully decoding the data.1

Decoding must begin as purely optical
The decoding method is based on initially purely optical calculation at the highest
data rates, allowing the data flood to be split into to lower bit rates that can then be
processed electrically. The initial optical reduction of the bit rates is required because
no electronic processing methods exist for a data rate of 26 Tbit/s.

Led by Jürg Leuthold, the group used FFT-based orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (OFDM) to encode the data. “The challenge was to increase the process
speed not only by a factor of 1000, but by a factor of nearly a million for data
processing at 26 Tbit/s,” says Leuthold. “The decisive innovative idea was optical
implementation of the mathematical routine. Our result shows that physical limits are
not yet exceeded even at extremely high data rates.”

In communications networks, lines with channel data rates of 100 Gbit/s are already
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in operation. Research is now concentrating on developing systems for transmission
lines in the range of 400 Gbit/s to 1 Tbit/s. Hence, the Karlsruhe invention is way
ahead of the game. Other European companies and scientists involved in the
experimental implementation of ultra-rapid data transmission at KIT were members of
the staff of Agilent and Micram Deutschland, Time-Bandwidth Switzerland, Finisar
Israel, and the University of Southampton in Great Britain.
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